Keene Engineering
Fall Sale 10% off on select items and some other
special deals as well. Until the End Of October 2022
Use Promo Code: FALL22 When Ordering.
New 2022 catalogs being sent out, request yours.
Call 800-392-4653, Local 818-993-0411

We are excited to present our New KT10 Trommel. The KT10
Trommel is ideal for harsh conditions such as high clay content, heavily
rooted material and compacted gravels. This is simply a extremely fun and
productive machine to use. This system is very effective and will pay for itself quickly in the right ground.

The material is fed and washed in the feed hopper that flows into the classifier drum. The drum with
the spray bars and breaker bars thoroughly washes and classifies the material creating the ideal
conditions for optimum fine gold recovery in any sluice. The KT10 is capable of moving serious
amounts of material up to one yard per hour and capable to keeping a one or two man crew busy.
The feed hopper, belly pan and drum end caps are constructed out of a bulletproof Polyethylene
Cross link plastic incorporating designs you can only get out of a mold. We put a lot of thought and
testing before we built these molds and everything works flawlessly. We fabricated the Drum out of a
aluminum punch plate with replaceable drums with a Variety of sizes such as 3/8” ¼” and ½” for different applications. We have unique flipper bars that can be modified and even removed for different materials. The 5 adjustable articulating legs allow the machine to be set up in the most adverse
conditions in just a few minutes also fine tuning only takes seconds. The sluice box can run out
either side making it faster and easier to set up, plus you have a perfect view to watch the sluice box
load while feeding. We recommend the KT10SA sluice box adaptor, attaches to our 10” wide sluice
box “A52 or A52S” this makes a longer sluice box with Miracle Matting, expanded metal,1/8th inch
classifier and a long rubber mat to smooth out the flow. The KT10DC runs off of two 12 Volt DC
pumps and A 12 volt motor. The two RP2200 pumps provides the water pressure for the DC motor to
spin the drum. Runs roughly 6 hours on a 12 volt battery. Ideal for maintaining a silent low profile operation or when gas engines are not allowed. Use at water edge. My favorite is the Water driven
motor KT10WD. The high-pressure water spins the water motor that drives a planetary gearbox that
spins the drum. The high pressure P90GH Provides enough water volume and pressure to spin the
water motor and provides more than ample water for the spray bars and feed hopper. Works similar
to a high banker away from the water. The KT10 feed hopper sets roughly 2.5 feet above the
ground making it easier to shovel into and set buckets on the support for a easy controlled feed. The
trommel is a pleasure to work with since the tailings are kicked out 5 feet away keeping you dry.
This is truely a fun and effective tool to add to your arsenal from beginners to professionals.

KT10WD
KT10DC

Keene 10" Trommel Water motor drive.
Keene 10" Trommel DC powered 2 x RP2200

$2,295.00 - 10% = $2,065.50
$2,195.00 - 10% = $1,97,5.00
The KT10 Trommel does not come with
the sluice box so you can use your
own sluice or purchase one from us.
The best is the A52S with 10% off

If you purchase a Trommel we will throw in the
sluice box Extension KT10SA adaptor and 2 short
legs if requested at no charge
KT10SA Break Down

KT10SA

KT10SA. Keene Trommel Sluice adaptor.
Extends sluice box by 12” plus the 16” longer classifier screen.

KT10SA shown mounted on a
A52S sluice box

The Mini Max Power Sluice Concentrator is one of the most versatile packages that
we have ever made. Whether you’re working in river banks, desert placers or just cleaning
concentrates from larger equipment, this Multi Tool of Prospecting will always be a part of
your arsenal. This is one of our all time favorite tool. Also works in fast water to slow pools
of water so you are always ready for anything.

MMPSCK

Works extremely well as a
river sluice box.

Very compact and portable
Folds up in a mater of seconds

Great for recirculation systems
even setting up at home

We are offering a 10 % discount on the Mini Max MMPSCK
Plus we will throw in a KCT crevis hand trowel.
MMPSCK Mini Max Power sliuce conentrator kit 749.95 - 10% = 674.00

Dry wash season is here. We are offering a 10% discount on all our
dry washers listed below
DW2

DW212V

151S

140S

140SHVS
$1,299.00
- 10% = $1,169.10

$859.00
-10% = $773.10

$929.95
-10% = $836.96

$2,399.00
-10% = $2,159.10

$1,529.95
- 10% = 1,376.96
190

191

161HVS

160
$949.95
-10% = $854.96

$1,850.00
-10% = $1.665.00

$1,549.00
- 10% = 1,394.00

$2,775.00
- 10% = $2,497.50

All our sliuce box the A52S, A52, A51 and A51A are all offered with a 10% discount.
A52S
A52
$159.95 -10% = $143.96
A51
$439.95 - 10% = $395.96

A51A
$124.95 -10% = $112.46

$129.95 -10% = $116.96

All Dredges Up To 4 Inches On Sale - 10% Discount.
2004SNPJLK is the most versatile dredge in the world and
performs in all conditions. The suction nozzle works in extremely shallow water conditions while the power jet system provides superior suction power easy handling and less rock jams.
Equipped with our latest folding, fully adjustable legs that enables
you to bank mount or place in stream without flotation. These new
features also provide a quick release dredge hose and eliminates
any bottle necks in the system that can cause rock jams.

More Dredge Model Numbers That Are 10% Off
2004PJF
3405PH

2004PSNF 2604HPJ 2604HSN
3500PH

4400PH

4405PH

2604HCPJ
4500PH

2604CSN

3400PH

4505PH263 4505PHKAC

10% Discount On The Following High Bankers, High Banker Dredge
Combos And Power Sluices.
A52SCHDA

A52SDPHB

High Banker
Dredge

Silent Running
High Banker
$2,795.00 - 10% = $2,515.50

$1,195.00 - 10% = $1,075.50

HBCK2, 2 Inch

HBCK25, 2 1/2 Inch

HBCK52

Power
Sliuce
Package
Power Sluice
&
Dredge Kit
$1,849.00 - 10% = $1,664.10

HBCK2

$2,349.00 - 10% = $2,113.10

HBCK25

$2,365.00 - 10% = $2,128.50
HBCKF2, 2 inch

A52SCHBA

HBCKF25, 2 1/2 inch

High Banker
Combination Jet Flare Dredge Kit
$1,195.00 - 10% = $1,075.50

HBCKF2

$2,150.00 - 10% = $1,935.00

Keene Engineering
20201 Bahama Street
Chatsworth, CA 91311

HBCKF25

$2,199.00 - 10% = $1,979.10

Keene Website: WWW.KeeneEng.com
Email: Sales@KeeneEng.com

